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In paragraph 3.8 of his report on contractual status of staff and related matters 

(document E B 7 3 / 2 5 ) , the Director-General informed the Board that he w a s submitting separately 

a document on this subject in which the views of the W H O Headquarters Staff Committee on 

behalf of all the W H O staff associations 

"Comments by the staff committees of W H O 

status of staff and related matters", is 

would be presented. This document, entitled 

on the report on the Director-General on contractual 

attached for the Board's information. 
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COMMENTS BY THE STAFF COMMITTEES OF WHO ON THE RETORT 

OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL ON CONTRACTUAL STATUS OF STAFF AND RELATED MATTERS 

1. The Director-General's proposals for reinstating career service appointments in W H O , 

and the draft resolution proposed for the Board's consideration, are noted with great 

satisfaction by the staff committees of W H O . This change in personnel policy is a very 

important step towards improving staff morale. In addition, we hope the implementation of 

the new policy will go a long way towards alleviating the anxieties of many staff members 

employed on fixed-term contracts, particularly those with long and successful service records. 

2. It is in this spirit that we welcome the Director-General's intention to make staff 

participation a feature of the new procedures governing the award of career service 

appointments. We trust that staff representatives of appropriate seniority will also be 

included in the review committees considering nominations of staff at P.4 level and above, 

although this is not made explicit in the proposal. 

3. We are in agreement with the Director-General as to the minimum criteria which will have 

to be met by any nominee for a career service appointment. It is very like ly, however, that 

not all staff meeting these criteria can be offered a career service contract. For this 

reason we consider it essential to include an additional criterion, "length of service", so as 

to ensure greater fairness in the recommendations to be submitted for final decision. The 

staff would not understand, and staff representatives would not be able to participate in, a 

system that would, for example, make it possible to recommend a candidate with, say, seven 

years of service in one part of the Organization and at the same time not recommend an equally 

eligible staff member in aaother part of the Organization with, say, 17 years of service. 

In this connection we would like to quote a statement made in 1982 on behalf of all executive 

heads of the organizations of the United Nations system： "It is evident that the longer a 

staff member stays with the organization and continues to give satisfactory service, the 

greater his claim to the security provided by a permanent appointment".^ We should like to 

add that objectivity and fairness of the criteria used are indeed prerequisites for achieving 

the desired improvements in efficiency and staff morale. 

4 . Two other features of the proposed system concern us very deeply: 

(1) The limitation of career service appointments for grades P.4 and above to 15% 

of the staff serving in this category, while a mode s t but relatively satisfactory 

30% limit is envisaged for all general service staff and professional grades up to 

P.3 level. 

(2) The limitation of such appointments to "exceptional circumstances only
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 in 

cases where the funding of posts is of limited duration. 

5. W e are firmly convinced that an overall limit of 30%, without exclusion of certain staff 

categories, is reasonable and justified as a first step. The overall limit of 30% will 

provide the Director-General and the governing bodies with sufficient flexibility even in times 

of a general crisis, since the contracts of at least half of all staff would still come to an 

end within the span of merely one budgetary biennium. 

6. While none of us hope that such dramatic developments will occur over the next two decades, 

all organizations of the United Nations common system are quite well prepared to handle them, 

including the United Nations with 54%, FAO with 47% and ILO with 35% career service 

appointments. 

Document EB73/25. 

2 United Nations document icsc/l6/fe.ll/kàà.1： "Concepts of career, types of appointment, 

career development and related questions (Statement presented to the ICSC by the CCAQ on behalf 

of the ACC)
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7. In this connection the staff committees of WHO share the findings and conclusions 

expressed by two competent and independent bodies created by the United Nations General 

Assembly to advise agencies on management issues. In recent studies the Joint Inspection 

Unit (JIU) and ICSC state that "it is not because of technical reasons corresponding to real 

needs that the organizations follow such a variety of practices" (United Nations document 

ЛиДЕр/81/ll, para, 26) and "there is no readily discernible correlation between the type of 

functions an organization performs and the proportion of career staff it employs to perform 

them. For example, WHO and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which are both 

highly technical and specialized agencies, have radically different proportions of career and 

non-career staff' (United Nations document IGSc/l6/4l.17, para. 66). Neither do the sources 

of funding explain the differences in organizational practices. UNICEF, which has no 

personnel on a regular budget basis, nevertheless provides 43% of its professional staff 

(including project staff.' ) with career appointments. Considering this evidence, one can only 

wonder what the frequent allusions to "the United Nations common system practices
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 are worth 

when, with regard to a basic staff need such as job security, complete arbitrariness is the 

rule. This arbitrariness is also demonstrated by the different practices prevailing in the 

major duty stations concerning both the ratio of career to non-career staff and the types of 

contract awarded (ranging from one-year to five-year contracts for the same staff categories). 

8. If WHO were to adopt for the time being a more modest overall ceiling than other 

specialized agencies (say, 30%), constraints peculiar to W H O , if any, would have been 

sufficiently taken into account. Moreover, during the decade ahead not less than 551 members 

of the existing professional staff, that is, 35%, are scheduled to depart on retirement. 

Evidently most of these departures will affect the higher professional grades, arid we are 

absolutely certain that due to this natural attrition alone there will be no constraints as 

to the possibilities of introducing "fresh skills and expertise
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 and of improving the 

geographical distribution of staff. 

9. In the light of the above we sincerely hope that ways and means will be found to 

reconsider some of these elements concerning career service appointments proposed to the Board. 

We are convinced that in order to reach the objectives of improved efficiency and staff morale 

the changes indicated by us are required, and we are even more convinced that freedom of 

managerial action will in no way be impaired. 

10. The staff committees of WHO believe that it is timely to raise other issues that are 

closely related to the question of career service appointments concurrently. W e therefore 

take this opportunity to bring to the attention of the Board the following points that are 

considered to be closely linked to the contractual status of staff. 

11. The staff selection process is deficient in terms of appropriate staff participation and 

provides no adequate safeguards of the rights of staff already in service. Career paths are 

not established and, in the absence of promotion-and-succèssion planning, Staff Development 

and Training cannot fully play its role of supporting the optimal utilization of human 

resources. Furthermore, more could be done to facilitate employment of disadvantaged groups, 

such as the disabled, and in particular those who may become disabled during service with W H O . 

12. In view of the situation described above, the WHO staff committees are convinced that the 

current WHO personnel policy and practices no longer reflect faithfully the concern expressed 

by the Member States of the United Nations as to "the necessity of securing the highest 

standards of efficiency, competence and integrity".^ By referring to this necessity as "the 

paramount consideration in the employment of staff", the Member States have set norms for both 

personnel recruitment and development which cannot be attained without a clearly defined career 

system. A recent ICSC report states that such a system would be the major factor ensuring the 

integrity of staff, because at the recruitment stage integrity of a candidate is most difficult 

to judge.2 Integrity, however, "may contribute as much as competence and efficiency in 

enabling staff to meet the objectives of their work, since integrity encompasses tolerance and 

openness, both key tools for success in a cross-cultural w o r k environment".^ 

1

 United Nations Charter, Article 101. 
2

 United Nations document ICSC/I8/R.22, paras. 3 and 4 . 
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13. The W H O staff committees therefore endorse the views of JIU and ICSC w h e n they recommend 

various w a y s of implementing fundamentally the same policy, i.e., that of staffing the United 

N a t i o n s system organizations in the main w i t h career civil servants (see United Nations 

documents ICSC/l5^L•17/Add.1, para. 9; JIU/REP/82/З, para. 6 4， s e c o n d sub-paragraph; Official 

Records of the General Assembly： Thirty-seventh session, Supplement N o . 30(А/37/30)， A n n e x I， 

p a r a . 3 3 ) . These recommendations were already put into effect for the United Nations at the 

end of 1982 by General A s s e m b l y resolution 37/126. 

14. To this end the following broad principles should govern the elaboration of specific 

actions by W H O in order to arrive at an enlightened personnel policy reflecting the 

importance of the Organization's human resources for the attainment of its goals: 

- a c c e p t a n c e of training and other instruments of staff development as valid and 

necessary m e a n s for e n s u r i n g the highest standards of staff efficiency, competence 

and integrity, particularly in view of continuing changes in the nature and scope 

of jobs resulting from technological and programme developments; 

- e q u i t a b l e treatment of all staff members w i t h regard to opportunities for career 

development, irrespective of their status in terms of staff category, grade and 

source of funding; 

- f l e x i b i l i t y in the conditions of w o r k so that those w h o are unable to conform 

absolutely to established w o r k patterns, such as the disabled and parents with 

young children, can achieve job satisfaction and expect equitable possibilities 

for advancement, including training; 

- r e c o g n i t i o n of the value of field service in career paths and the importance of 

such service in selection criteria for headquarters and regional posts. 

15. The following specific measures w i l l be indispensable for progress in the above-mentioned 

areas: 

一 creation of a permanent joint selection committee, which should have the additional 

function of screening vacancy notices to determine the method of selection 

(internal or internal/external); 

- c r e a t i o n of career paths for job categories, wherever feasible, and of an objective 

m e c h a n i s m facilitating transition along these paths, including the transition from 

the general-service to the professional category; 

- e s t a b l i s h m e n t of competitive training programmes for staff with the potential to 

fill vacancies, allied w i t h efforts to enhance this potential by more selective 

recruitment. 

16. This process is to be based on promotion-and-succession planning and should include other 

development m e a s u r e s , such as lateral staff movement and special assignments, with emphasis on 

rotation of field staff to headquarters and regional office posts. 

17. The activation of such a scheme should be a joint Personnel/staff Development and 

Tra i n i n g / s t a f f Committee e n d e a v o u r . 

18. The required budget allocations for staff training should be fixed as a minimum percentage 

of the total payroll expenditure and should include provisions for financing the training of 

staff w h o are currently excluded from training owing to extrabudgetary funding of their p o s t s , 

Inclusion of the need for in-service training as a standard item in the annual performance 

appraisal process for all staff m e m b e r s should become common practice. 

19. The staff committees of W H O wish to thank the Director-General and the Board for this 

opportunity to present their v i e w s . 


